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ABSTRACT

An increasing number of data visualization tools are being designed
for touch-based devices ranging from smartwatches to large wall-
sized displays. While most of these tools have focused on exploring
novel techniques to manually specify visualizations, recent touch-
based visualization systems have begun to explore interface and
interaction techniques for attribute-based visualization recommen-
dations as a way to aid users (particularly novices) during data
exploration. Advancing this line of work, we present a visualiza-
tion system, VisWall, that enables visual data exploration in both
single user and co-located collaborative settings on large touch dis-
plays. Coupling the concepts of direct combination and derivable
visualizations, VisWall enables rapid construction of multivariate
visualizations using attributes of previously created visualizations.
By blending visualization recommendations and naturalistic inter-
actions, VisWall seeks to help users visually explore their data by
allowing them to focus more on aspects of the data (particularly,
data attributes) rather than specifying and reconfiguring visualiza-
tions. We discuss the design, interaction techniques, and operations
employed by VisWall along with a scenario of how these can be
used to facilitate various tasks during visual data exploration.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Visualization;

1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

More recently, there has been an increased interest within the visual-
ization community to explore tools on devices where conventional
input modalities such as keyboard and mouse are not available [18].
One input modality, in particular, that has gained growing attention
is touch input. Several systems and studies have investigated visu-
alizations on both large (wall or tabletop) [19, 20, 23, 24] and small
(tablets or phones) [5, 13, 17, 27–29] touch displays. In addition to
illustrating the potential benefits and challenges of touch input and
varying display sizes, these efforts have also shown that designing
visualization systems on new devices often imposes different con-
straints and requires significant changes in the interaction style and
the system’s interface [13, 20, 29].

Most existing touch-based visualization tools allow creating and
interacting with visualizations as a means to explore data. To create
visualizations on these tools, however, users are typically expected
to manually specify (via specific pen/touch gestures or control panel
widgets) both the the visualizations they want to create and the
mappings between attributes and visual encodings (e.g., color, size).
An alternative approach presented by desktop-based tools like Voy-
ager [35] and Show Me [21] is that of automatically recommending
visualizations to users based on their selection of data attributes.
Prior research has shown that suggesting visualizations and provid-
ing users with alternative data representations can alter decision
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making strategies [16] and help users validate their findings [30].
However, even with these potential benefits, only a few touch-based
visualization systems have examined designs to facilitate similar
attribute-based visualization recommendations for data exploration.

For instance, PanoramicData [37] lets people get univariate sum-
mary visualizations by dragging attributes from a list or out of ex-
isting visualizations. However, to create visualizations with two or
more attributes, users still need to explicitly specify a visualization
type and manually configure it using the available attributes. On the
other hand, TouchPivot [13] enables a tight coupling between a data
table and the visualization, and recommends visualizations to users
based on their column selections in the data table. The interactions
in TouchPivot were primarily designed for a tablet device, however,
and may not be effective in a larger display setting that supports
different affordances and imposes additional challenges with respect
to the placement and access to objects on the screen. In our work,
we explore an alternative approach to let users create multivariate
visualizations on large touch displays while still primarily focusing
on data attributes (as opposed to explicitly specifying visualization
types or mapping attributes to particular visual encodings).

Blending the concepts of direct combination [10, 11] and deriv-
able visualizations [6, 37], we explore an approach that enables
rapid construction of visualizations using attributes of previously
created visualizations. Building upon existing work on visualiza-
tion recommendation engines [34, 35] and touch-based visualization
systems [13, 20, 37], we employ this approach in a tool, VisWall.
Similar to existing systems [13,35,37], VisWall lets users create uni-
variate visualizations by directly selecting available data attributes.
However, once two or more visualizations are created, users can
“merge” them to create a new visualization based on the attributes
of the merged visualizations. Complementing this merge operation
with the ability to navigate alternative visualizations, copy, and split
visualizations, VisWall allows people to visually explore their data
by focusing more on aspects of the data (in this case, data attributes)
rather than specifying and reconfiguring visualizations. With an
initial prototype, we designed and refined the system through iter-
ative discussions and feedback from research colleagues based on
preliminary testing of alternative designs.

We describe VisWall’s current design focusing on our key design
goals and the operations supported by the system. We also present a
usage scenario to illustrate how VisWall can enable a fluid interaction
experience [7] for visual data exploration on large touch displays.

2 VISWALL

2.1 Design Goals
Three high-level goals drove the design of the current interface:

DG1. Accommodate users with varying levels of visualiza-
tion expertise. Since users of a large wall-sized display can have
varied backgrounds and expertise (e.g., executive decision makers,
expert data analysts), it was important that the design supported
both experts as well as novice and intermediate-level users of visu-
alization tools. Along these lines, we highly resonated with the six
design guidelines prescribed by Grammel et al. [8]. In particular, we
focused on two specific guidelines they proposed: suggesting visual-
izations (DG1a) and supporting iterative specification (DG1b).
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DG2. Allow users to leverage available space. One key dif-
ference between a large touch display and desktop/laptop settings
is the space afforded by the device (both physical and on-screen).
Prior work [1, 2, 15, 32] has also shown that spatially organizing
information lets users represent relationships between items and
mentally create complex structures like clusters. Hence, we wanted
to ensure that the design allowed users to freely move around in the
physical space and yet interact with all components, and navigate
and arrange items freely within the interface.

DG3. Support both individual and collaborative use. Al-
though collaborative data exploration is not the primary focus of our
work, considering the target display size, co-located use of the tool
is a very natural scenario to expect [2, 12, 33]. Accordingly, it was
important that the design and interactions not only accommodated
one user at a time but also provided basic support for co-located
visual data exploration. The current version of VisWall was designed
and tested on a 84” Microsoft Surface Hub. To limit the scope of
our current work and keeping in mind the dimensions of the Surface
Hub, we based our design on the assumption that a maximum of
two people would engage with the tool at the same time. With this
assumption in mind, we considered designs that let both users have
access to common interface elements (DG3a) and helped avoid re-
dundancy during co-located exploration by making users aware of
visualizations that are present elsewhere on the canvas (DG3b).

2.2 User Interface
Figure 1 highlights VisWall’s user interface which contains two
primary components: attribute panels and the main visualization
canvas. Three collapsible attribute panels (Figure 1A,B,C) can be
accessed from the left, top, or right sides of the screen. These panels
contain the names of the available attributes in the loaded dataset
and indicate the attribute type: quantitative (#), categorical (�), or
temporal (�). Having access to attribute panels on both sides and the
top facilitates access to attributes regardless of the user’s standing
position relative to the screen (DG2). Furthermore, this repetition
also allows personalized or shared access to attributes when two
people are using the tool in a co-located exploration setting (DG3a).
The main visualization canvas (Figure 1D) is an unbounded pan
and zoom enabled 2D canvas that allows free-form arrangement of
visualizations (DG2).

Visualizations are rendered within tiles (Figure 5). Tiles can be
freely dragged around, re-sized, and placed anywhere on the canvas.
Tiles can be created directly using attributes from the attribute panels
or by combining two existing tiles. Attributes and/or tiles used to
create a tile are converted to bricks that appear at the bottom of a
tile (Figure 5D).

2.3 Usage Scenario
To provide a sense of how VisWall functions, we first present a
hypothetical usage scenario. Imagine Sarah, a movie producer who
has various scripts to choose from and wants to make a data-driven
decision on which movie to invest in. To assist this process, she
downloads a dataset of movies released in 2016 with 12 attributes for
each movie including budget, primary genre, gross, content rating,
director name, among others. Sarah wants to explore this dataset to
understand the type of movie she should produce, answering ques-
tions such as which movie genres have the best return on investment,
and if there is a content rating that has proven more profitable than
others. To visually explore the available dataset of movies, Sarah
loads it into VisWall, which displays the list of available attributes
in the attribute panel (Figure 1A).

To begin her exploration, Sarah scans the attributes and, to see
the typical investments in movies, simply drags the budget attribute
onto the canvas. As she drags the attribute, the system automatically
creates a tile with a strip plot showing the distribution of budget
values across all movies (Figure 2). Looking at the strip plot, Sarah

Figure 1: A user exploring the movies dataset on VisWall running
on an 84” Microsoft Surface Hub. (A,B,C) Attribute panels and (D)
Visualization Canvas. In this case, only one of the attribute panels (A)
is open.

wonders if there is a better visualization that will give her a more
aggregated overview of the budget values. Sarah taps on the line of
text under the strip plot that reads “1 of 9”. This opens a window
that gives thumbnail previews of alternative visualizations showing
budget values (Figure 3). Sarah notices a histogram and taps it to
replace the strip plot. Using this histogram, Sarah notes that more
than half the movies in 2016 were produced with a budget of less
than 50M. Sarah then follows the same steps to create a histogram of
gross values which shows that most movies earned between 0-150M.

To understand if there is a correlation between the amount of
money invested (budget) and the amount of money a movie makes
(gross), Sarah simply drags the tile showing the histogram of gross
values onto the tile showing the histogram of budget values. This

Figure 2: Dragging attribute budget from the attribute panel automati-
cally creates a tile with a strip plot.

Figure 3: Thumbnail-based browsing of alternative visualizations.
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Figure 4: Preview shown before merging gross and budget.

Figure 5: Tile showing a colored scatterplot created by merging the
budget vs. gross scatterplot with a bar chart of primary genre. (A)
Visualization, (B) quick-access buttons, (C) visualization browsing row,
and (D) bricks showing attributes and visualizations that were merged
to create the current tile.

replaces the tiles showing histograms for budget and gross with a
single new tile showing a scatterplot of budget vs. gross (Figure 4).
Sarah notices that while there is fairly positive correlation between
the two attributes, there are some high-profit movies in the budget
range of 50-100M, and similarly some other movies that had a budget
of around 150M and incurred a substantial loss .

Keeping the scatterplot tile on the canvas, Sarah drags in the
primary genre attribute which shows a bar chart of available genres
and number of movies for each genre. Sarah drags this tile directly
onto the existing scatterplot of budget vs. gross which updates it to
a colored scatterplot as shown in Figure 5. Using this chart, Sarah
notices that three of the five highest grossing movies were primarily
action movies, whereas primary genres for the other two movies
were adventure or animation . To explore the relationship between
budget and gross across another dimension, Sarah decides she now
wants to consider the content rating attribute. Correspondingly,
Sarah simply copies the colored scatterplot tile showing attributes
budget, gross, and primary genre using a hold-and-drag gesture
(Figure 6).

Next, Sarah removes the primary genre attribute from the scat-
terplot by simply dragging out the brick corresponding to pri-
mary genre at the bottom of the tile (Figure 7). This reverts the
tiles back to a regular non-colored scatterplot between budget and
gross, and a bar chart of primary genre. Sarah then drags in the con-
tent rating attribute from the attribute panel and merges it with the
budget vs. gross scatterplot to create a colored scatterplot once again.
Sarah notes observations such as most low-budget, low-grossing
movies are ‘R’ rated, there is only one ‘R’ rated movie grossing

Figure 6: Tile copied using a hold-and-drag gesture. In this case, a
yellow stroke is added to highlight duplicate tiles.

Figure 7: Tile shown in Figure 5 is split by dragging the primary genre
attribute brick.

over 100M, and so on. She then places the two colored scatterplots
(one colored by primary genre and another by content rating) next
to each other so she can compare the two to identify more trends.
Deciding she wants to consider other attributes and return to these
visualizations later, Sarah pans the canvas to move the existing tiles
out of focus and drags in new attributes, continuing her exploration.

2.4 Operations
VisWall provides a set of six core operations that support visual data
exploration scenarios similar to the one illustrated above. Below we
list these operations along with a brief description of the interactions
used to perform them.

Add. Users can create visualizations by dragging them from the
attribute panel onto the canvas. As soon as an attribute is dragged,
a tile with a default visualization (e.g., a histogram for numeric
attributes) is rendered under the dragging finger (Figure 2).

Merge. Visualizations with two or more attributes can be created by
merging existing tiles. To merge tiles, users can drag a tile close to
the top-left corner of another tile. When there is sufficient overlap,
the system also provides a “preview” of the resulting visualization
(Figure 4). Note that because the goal was to support attribute-
focused visual data exploration (DG1), VisWall’s merge operation
creates a new visualization based on the attributes of the visualiza-
tions that were merged. This differs from previous visualization
systems that determine the result of a merge operation based on the
orientation of charts [3, 4, 17, 20] or intersection of set values [26].

Once a merge occurs, an icicle plot like visualization at the bottom
of a tile displays the steps performed to create a tile (Figure 5D).
The tile that was dragged onto another tile is always added to the
right subtree. For example, through the bricks in Figure 5D, we
can interpret that the colored scatterplot was created by merging a
scatterplot of budget and gross with a bar chart of primary genre.
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Navigate Alternative Visualizations. VisWall also recommends
alternative visualizations for each tile. To navigate through these
alternatives, people can use the navigation buttons or tap on the text
under a visualization in a tile (Figure 5C) to preview and choose
from thumbnails of alternative visualizations (Figure 3).

Copy. To avoid repeated construction of existing visualizations,
VisWall also lets users create copies of existing tiles. Users can
perform a bimanual hold-and-drag gesture [9] (Figure 6) or use the
clone button (�) to copy a tile (Figure 5B). When a tile is copied or
whenever two tiles showing the same visualization for the same set
of attributes exist on the canvas, a stroke of the same color is applied
to the tiles allowing identification of duplicates (Figure 6). This is
particularly useful in collaborative settings when two people may be
using different parts of the canvas individually [12] (DG3b).

Split. Supporting iterative specification (DG1b) and allowing users
to rapidly “deconstruct” or revert back to a previous visualization,
VisWall also supports splitting a tile back into the tiles that were
merged to create it. Users can simply drag a brick from the bottom of
a tile to split it (Figure 7). When a tile is split, the system automati-
cally combines the remaining bricks of the tile. For example, if gross
was removed from the tile in Figure 5, budget and primary genre
would be automatically merged.

To create a tile from an existing tile’s brick without splitting it,
one can also perform a bimanual hold-and-drag gesture by placing a
finger on the tile while dragging out the desired brick (Figure 8).

Remove. To remove a tile from the canvas, users can tap the delete
icon on the top-right corner of a tile (Figure 5B).

2.5 Implementation
VisWall is implemented as a web application running in a standard
browser. We use the browser’s default mechanisms to detect all
active touches on the screen at any given point and then process the
input streams to support the various operations listed above. We use
Vega-lite [31] to specify and render the visualizations.

We use Compass [35] to generate a ranked list of possible visual-
izations given a set of data attributes. The CompassQL [34] query
used is configured to consider only four mark types: bar, point, line,
and tick. The transforms configured include sum, average, binning,
and count for the applicable attribute types. The encoding channels
considered by Compass in our configuration include size, shape,
color, and faceting.

We further prune the results from Compass to remove visual-
izations that are differently oriented variations of each other. For
visualizations created directly from an attribute (e.g. Figure 2), we
use the default visualization ranking applied by Compass. However,
for visualizations created by merging two tiles, we modify the rank-
ing order returned by Compass so that the suggested visualizations
are more consistent with the visualizations that were merged. For
instance, in Figure 5, even though there are other possible visualiza-
tions such as a colored strip plot, charts with aggregated XY-axis
values, etc., a colored scatterplot is shown first because it maintains
the budget vs. gross scatterplot.

Since the recommendations are generated based on a tile’s at-
tributes, they contain various combinations of the attributes. In
other words, among the possible list of visualizations for the tile in
Figure 5 would also be charts that show primary genre along with
gross or budget on the XY-axis and are colored or sized by budget
or gross . However, depending on the visualizations being merged,
such charts might be ranked lower than others.

3 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Through initial testing with potential users, we have identified sev-
eral areas for improvement within the system and opportunities for
future research. VisWall currently only supports touch-based input.
While users can still use a pen, it is treated the same as a touch

Figure 8: Tile for primary genre copied via an attribute brick using a
hold-and-drag gesture.

input. However, preserving the current set of interactions for touch,
we can envision further incorporating pen input to perform tasks
like brushing-and-linking [37] or adding annotations [19, 25]. An
additional input modality like the pen would also open up avenues
for enhanced interactions like stapling [9] to support other tasks
such as workspace management (e.g., creating groups of similar or
related tiles, or moving many tiles together).

An advantage of direct combination as an interaction technique
is that it can be used for letting people perform multiple operations
on a pair of objects. We currently support only one operation via
direct combination: merging. However, one can envision other op-
tions such as “compare”, “link”, etc. being provided when two tiles
are combined. Enabling these operations and designing the corre-
sponding interface components to present them during combination
(e.g., using context menus as shown in Holland and Oppenheim’s
initial demonstration [11]) remains an open area for future work.
Predictability is a known challenge with direct combination-based
interaction [22] (e.g., one may expect to see a stacked bar chart when
combining two bar charts of categorical attributes but the system
may generate a small multiples chart instead). Thus, conducting for-
mal user studies to understand potential advantages and limitations
of the presented technique is an immediate next step to evaluate
VisWall’s usability and utility in real-world data analysis scenarios.

As highlighted by Wongsuphasawat et al. [36], there are trade-
offs between browsing- and specification-based strategies for visual
data exploration. An area for future work is to consider how we
can strike a balance between automatically creating visualizations
within tiles and allowing users to reconfigure tiles. In future ver-
sions of the tool, we can also extend the recommendation ranking
function to consider parameters like the size of the tile (e.g. faceted
charts could be ranked higher when the tile is large) and potentially
even analyze the active canvas and data distribution when ranking
visualizations [8]. Lastly, we can also incorporate ranking functions
from tools such as Graphscape [14] to better maintain consistency
between visualizations before and after merging.

4 CONCLUSION

We presented VisWall, a system that facilitates visual data explo-
ration using direct combination and derivable visualizations on large
touch displays in both single user and co-located collaborative set-
tings. We discussed the key design goals we followed while devel-
oping the system and provided system details including the user
interface and operations supported. Through an example scenario
of use, we sought to illustrate VisWall’s features and potential to
enable a naturalistic, fluid visual data exploration experience.
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